
208 Pages | 5.25 x 9 | Trade Paper 
9781571780386 | $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
World Translation  
Rights Sold: Czech, French, Greek, 
Italian, Spanish, Slovak, Turkish, 
Vietnamese

Self-Help / Spiritual
412 Pages | 5 x 7 | Trade Paper | 
9780933031685 | $15.00 (CAN $18.00)
World Translation
Rights Sold: Italian

BEYOND FEAR
A Toltec Guide to Freedom and Joy: The Teachings of Don Miguel Ruiz
As Recorded By Mary Carroll Nelson

A comprehensive guide to the foundations of Toltec wisdom, Beyond Fear is essential 
reading for fans of Don Miguel Ruiz’s New York Times bestselling book, The Four Agree-
ments, which has sold over 8 million copies and has been translated into 46 languages 
worldwide. Providing instruction in the basic elements of the Toltec spiritual practice, 
this collection of ceremonies, wisdom, and prophecies empowers readers to shed their 
fears, judgments, and guilt—an essential step before practicing the Four Agreements. 
Personal Growth / Self-Help

A CHEROKEE FEAST OF DAYS, VOLUMES I, II, AND III
Daily Meditations
By Joyce Sequichie Hifler

In these three volumes, beloved inspirational writer Joyce Sequichie Hifler offers help 
and encouragement drawn from the philosophy and history of the Cherokee and other 
tribes. A day-by-day guide, A Cherokee Feast of Days brings Native American philoso-
phy to people of all faiths, and to those seeking faith. Rich in images drawn from the 
natural world, Hifler’s writing helps us feel our own kinship with the earth we inhabit, 
so that we may be in tune with the natural harmony of each changing season and may 
walk in the beauty of that harmony every day.

THE DEATHS OF SYBIL BOLTON
Oil, Greed, and Murder on the Osage Reservation
By Dennis McAuliffe Jr. with a new foreword by David Grann, author of Killers of the Flower Moon

Journalist Dennis McAuliffe Jr. grew up believing that his Osage Indian grandmother, 
Sybil Bolton, had died an early death in 1925 from kidney disease. It was only by 
chance that he learned the real cause was a gunshot wound, and that her murder may 
well have been engineered by his own grandfather. As McAuliffe peeled away layers of 
suppressed history, he learned that Sybil was a victim of the “Osage Reign of Terror”—
a systematic killing spree in the 1920s when white men descended upon the oil-rich 
Osage reservation to court, marry, and murder Native women to gain control of their 
money. Previously published as Bloodlands, The Deaths of Sybil Bolton is part murder 
mystery, part family memoir, and part spiritual journey. 

Coming November 2020
History / Native American
True Crime / Historical
352 Pages | 6 x 9 | Trade Paper 
9781641604161 | $16.99 (CAN $22.99)
World Translation  
Rights Sold: 
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Body, Mind, Spirit / Inspiration and 
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160 Pages |  6 x 9  | Cloth  
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World Translation  
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248 Pages |  6 x 9  | Trade Paper 
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World Translation  
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256 Pages | 7.375 x 10 | Trade Paper 
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World Translation  
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BECOMING A HOLLOW BONE
Responding to the Call of Our Ancestral Blood
By Anne Wilson Schaef

From New York Times bestselling author Anne Wilson Schaef comes a spiritual guide-
book that integrates vital lessons from Native elders around the world. Imparting the 
wisdom of Native Americans, Aborigines, Africans, Maoris, and other indigenous 
cultures, Becoming a Hollow Bone offers readers a chance to embrace a profound sense 
of connectedness with other human beings.

BLOOD KIN OF JESUS
James and the Lost Jewish Church
By Kenneth Hanson, PhD

Bringing together recent archeological discoveries and the best contemporary schol-
arship, Kenneth Hanson, PhD, tells the fascinating, often-ignored story about the 
ultimate fate of Jesus’s mother, brothers, sisters, and closest followers. The story of the 
Jerusalem Church led by Jesus’s brother James was dropped from the New Testament 
as the scriptural spotlight followed the ministry of Paul. Now, using the latest discover-
ies, including some of his own original research, Kenneth Hanson picks up the story 
where the Bible leaves off, answering a question that many Christians have long asked: 
Whatever happened to Jesus’s family and the original Christian movement based in 
Jerusalem?

Kenneth Hanson,  Ph.D., an 
Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies 
at the University of Central Florida in 
Orlando served as advisor and expert 
on the History Channel’s “Banned 
from the Bible II.” A natural story-
teller, Dr. Hanson has, through his 
books Dead Sea Scrolls: The Untold Story, 

Kabbalah, Essene Book of Everyday Virtues 
and Secrets from the Lost Bible, made 
ancient texts accessible to everyone. 

Dr. Hanson studied Hebrew in 
Jerusalem and lived for many years 
in Israel before returning to the 
United States to earn his doctorate in 
Hebrew Studies at the University of 
Texas. He travels back to the Middle 
East frequently to research the sites 
and documents of Judaism and early 
Christianity.

“…Fascinating, combining history, theology and speculation into a sort of archeology  
of the human spirit.”

 —Rabbi David Wolpe, author of Why Faith Matters

“Kenneth Hanson makes a complex subject very accessible.”
 — Robert Eisenman, author of James the Brother of Jesus  

and The New Testament Code

What actually happened to the family of Jesus?
Jesus’ brothers and heirs headed a vibrant 

messianic movement in Jerusalem that grew 
explosively in the years following the great 
Nazarene’s life and ministry. This movement 
changed the face of Judaism and yet is barely 
remembered today.

Based on in-depth scholarship and the 
latest archaeological discoveries, Blood Kin 
of Jesus reveals what historians now believe 
happened to Jesus’ blood kin and their 
thousands of Jewish followers, who hailed 
Jesus as the messiah for centuries following 
his crucifixion.

Illustrating his narrative with scores of 
maps, Hanson reveals much about the his-
torical Jesus and the times in which he lived. 
Hanson shows how the movement of the 
Believers was “hijacked” by Paul and his gen-
tile converts to become the Christianity that 
would one day conquer the Roman Empire 
and turn against its founder’s Jewish fol-
lowers. Yet the legacy of Jesus’ family, long 
obscured in history, can be seen today in the 
most surprising of places — within Judaism.

www.counciloakbooks.com

Religion / HistoRy $25 UsD

KEnnEtH Hanson, phd
             Author of Dead Sea Scrolls,  
                               Kaballah, and Secrets from the Lost Bible
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THE CIRCLE IS SACRED
By Scout Cloud Lee with Carol Ann Washburn

Ceremony is the most powerful agent of change. Any time you bring yourself to the 
Circle, your problems begin to dissipate. You are part of larger whole, and that is heal-
ing. Beginning with the aboriginal knowledge that “each thing has a ‘medicine,’ ‘skan,’ 
or ‘power,’” Scout Cloud Lee shows readers how to embrace the gifts of all life—to join 
the Sacred Circle—and enhance their potential for meaningful achievements.

A CIRCLE OF PRAYER
Coming Together to Find Spirit, Caring, and Community
By Holly Bridges

People in a prayer circle may live next door, or they may live thousands of miles apart, 
but when they pray together they form a soulful connection that defies distance. They 
may be Christians, Jews, or Buddhists; they may pray for peace, health, and well-being, 
for friends and for complete strangers; they may have come together through a crisis, a 
life-change, an illness, a new relationship, but they come together to support each other 
through prayer. This book of true stories examines the power of collective praying, and 
how it can transform forever the lives of those bound together in the common experience 
of meditation and prayer.
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DEAD SEA SCROLLS
The Untold Story
By Kenneth Hanson, PhD

For two thousand years, the Dead Sea Scrolls lay hidden deep in the caves of the Judean 
desert, unread, untouched, and forgotten. That is, until the 1940s when by sheer hap-
penstance a Bedouin shepherd stumbled into the first of the caves and found himself 
faced with the jars containing these ancient Jewish texts. The rediscovery of the scrolls 
sent shockwaves through several religious communities, and for half a century, histori-
ans and academics poured over the mysterious texts. Dead Sea Scrolls: The Untold Story 
captures the excitement of this period, explaining what we have learned from these 
treasured works, and the truth about the ancient Hebrew sect that wrote, preserved, 
and died defending them.

ESSENE BOOK OF EVERYDAY VIRTUES
Spiritual Wisdom from the Dead Sea Scrolls
By Kenneth Hanson, PhD 

From renowned Hebrew scholar Kenneth Hanson, author of Dead Sea Scrolls, comes 
a contemporary handbook of spiritual living based on the 2,000-year-old practices of 
the Essenes. Drawing on his extensive knowledge of the original Qumran Caves scrolls, 
Hanson distills and translates the most evocative passages of the ancient texts into a 
clear and profound manual broken into sections for the ten primary Essene virtues. 
Honoring the practice of simplicity, community, perseverance, and honest labor, this 
book enables modern readers to share in the timeless vision of the “Sons of Light.”

HENRY HUDSON AND THE ALGONQUINS OF NEW YORK
Native American Prophecy & European Discovery, 1609
By Evan T. Pritchard

The year was 1609, and British explorer Henry Hudson had landed in North America 
at the bidding of the Dutch East India Company. But Hudson was not the first man to 
set foot on Manhattan Island. Henry Hudson and the Algonquins of New York chronicles 
this historic “discovery” with a hereto unknown perspective—that of the people who 
met Hudson’s boat on their shore. Using all available sources, including oral history 
passed down to today’s Algonquins, Evan Pritchard tells a colonization story through 
several lenses: from Hudson himself, as well as his body guard, scribe, and personal 
Judas, Robert Juet; to the Eastern Algonquin people, who saw his boat as a floating 
waterfowl, and his arrival as the fulfillment of an ancient prophecy.

THE HOOP AND THE TREE
A Compass for Finding a Deeper Relationship with All Life
By Chris Hoffman

The “tree” is the vertical dimension of aspiration, individual growth, and intellectual 
and spiritual development. The “hoop” is the circular representation of our relationship 
with humanity and the earth. Using examples from Native American and other ancient 
traditions, Chris Hoffman shows readers how to develop both parts of the whole to 
help people lead a more contented, complete existence.
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KABBALAH
The Untold Story of the Mystic Tradition
By Kenneth Hanson, PhD

Kabbalah is a golden vein in Western spiritualism—a mystic tradition that survived over 
three millennia of inquisitions and purges. Kenneth Hanson, one of the world’s leading 
experts in this ancient body of knowledge, clarifies and explores the meaning of the Kab-
balist mysteries: the sacred Name of God, secret understandings of the Creation, the Four 
Worlds, the art of numerology, and the practice of magic that derived from Kabbalistic 
studies. A powerful and accessible guide, Kabbalah brings to life a meditation that has 
spanned centuries and transcended religious, cultural, and geographic borders. 

NATIVE NEW YORKERS
The Legacy of the Algonquin People of New York
By Evan T. Pritchard

To be stewards of the earth, not owners: this was the way of the Lenape. Considering 
themselves sacred land keepers, they walked gently; they preserved the world they inhab-
ited. Drawing on a wide range of historical sources, interviews with living Algonquin 
elders, and first-hand explorations of the ancient trails, burial grounds, and sacred sites, 
Native New Yorkers offers a rare glimpse into the civilization that served as the blueprint 
for modern New York. A fascinating history, supplemented with maps, timelines, and a 
glossary of Algonquin words, this book is an important and timely celebration of a forgot-
ten people.

NAVAJO WEAVING TRADITION
1650 to the Present
By Alice Kaufman and Christopher Selser

Navajo textiles have been avidly sought after and collected for more than two hundred 
years, and they provide examples of both historic and contemporary folk art. Beautifully 
illustrated and perfect for those seeking technical knowledge, Navajo Weaving Tradition 
is both a detailed history and a heartfelt celebration of these wonderful and iconic textiles. 

Religion / Spirituality
64 Pages  |  6 x 5.625  |  Cloth 
9781571781222 | $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
World Translation  
Rights Sold:

ONE-ING
By Sheri Ritchlin

As you go about the awesome task that is your destiny—connecting Heaven and Earth—
you are One-ing. One-ing interprets mysterious symbols of ancient traditions that point 
to this universal, life-giving force of the One. Ritchlin shows how you might step from 
everyday existence into “the Circle of One-ing” where your actions are unified and 
become acts of power.
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PRAYERS OF PEACE
By Carrie Coco

In this beautiful little collection of prayers from around the world, words of peace 
from spiritual leaders and the scriptures of many faith traditions combine with Coco’s 
powerful photomontages to create a unique object, a book not just about peace, or “for” 
peace, but a book that radiates—dances—peace.

SECRETS FROM THE LOST BIBLE
By Kenneth Hanson, PhD

Ancient scriptures, hidden from the world for centuries, were found among the ancient 
library of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Others include assorted mystical writings known as 
Kabbalah, and a host of books that never made it into the Bible, called Apocrypha and 
the Pseudepigrapha by those who suppressed them. Additionally, there are the Gnostic 
texts of Nag Hammadi—a location in Egypt where a treasure trove of lost books was 
discovered in the middle of the 20th century. Collectively, they comprise the “Lost 
Bible.” For centuries, these manuscripts were systematically suppressed because their 
liberating messages of individual power and worth challenged the authority and pet 
philosophies of political and religious leaders.

SWORN TO FUN!
Celebrate Every Little Thing
By Scout Cloud Lee

A wise and playful collection conveniently sorted by months of the year, Sworn to Fun! 
gives readers a chance to start each day with a little inspiration, humor, and food for 
thought. Written by teacher, motivational speaker, and beloved Survivor contestant 
Scout Cloud Lee, this original guidebook shares the secret to finding personal success 
by embracing laughter, joy, and magic. 

Body, Mind & Spirit / Inspiration & 
Personal Growth
160 Pages | 4 x 6 | Trade Paper 
9780933031791 | $10.95 (CAN $12.95)  
World Translation  
Rights Sold:

THINK ON THESE THINGS
By Joyce Sequichie Hifler

Based on the nationally syndicated newspaper column by the same name, Think on 
These Things sold over 75,000 copies in its first edition. Written by Joyce Sequichie 
Hifler, celebrated author of A Cherokee Feast of Days, this joyful collection teaches 
readers how to perceive Spirit and align themselves with their own inner power, 
changing their thinking in order to change their circumstances. A beautifully touching 
blend of the author’s Christian and Cherokee backgrounds, Think on These Things 
honors nature and spirituality to encourage appreciation for everyday life.
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WHEN THE NIGHT BIRD SINGS
By Joyce Sequichie Hifler

In this collection of luminous vignettes, beloved inspirational writer Joyce Sequichie 
Hifler, author of A Cherokee Feast of Days and Think on These Things, tells for the first 
time the story of her own childhood spent in Cherokee Country. From a family so poor 
that an eight-dollar monthly check was a godsend, Hifler shares the profound lessons 
she learned from her elders and from the Great Spirit. A gracefully written story of con-
temporary Native American life and spirituality, When the Night Bird Sings soars with 
trademark Hifler insight, a poignant appreciation for nature, and the universal magic of 
childhood.


